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Comments from NET2018:
“I truly enjoyed the opportunity to get to know other researchers from around the
world.”
“Excellent range and quality of presentations and sessions, good networking
opportunities.”
“Good organisation and made to feel welcome.”
“Met expectations and provided excellent networking opportunities.”
“Very well organised with a wide range of topics and themes relevant to current
practice.”
“I really enjoyed all aspects of the conference, from the friendly people,
interesting research, lovely venue, and yummy food.”
“As a presenter and observing other presenters I felt we were very well
supported and welcomed at the conference.”

Call for abstracts
NET2019 Conference
The NET Conference is firmly established as the leading annual international
conference for networking in healthcare education, and in 2019 we celebrate
our 30th anniversary.
NET2019 is a unique opportunity to share research, innovation and the latest
ideas and experiences with a wide range of colleagues from the UK and
overseas. It is for everyone interested in debating the latest developments
and thinking in healthcare education: educators, practitioners, researchers
and students from all healthcare disciplines.
The NET Conference philosophy is unique and sets it apart from other events.
Highly experienced convenors facilitate in-depth group discussion in themed
sessions with presenters and delegates contributing to the debate, sharing
experiences and networking.

Submit your abstract online at:
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Abstracts

Conference themes

We would like to invite you to submit an abstract for
NET2019 for one of the following types of paper:

 Developing the future healthcare
education workforce
 Education in clinical practice and practice
development
 Educational enhancement
 E-learning/blended learning
 Humanising healthcare education
 Inclusivity in healthcare education
 Internationalisation and global challenges in
healthcare education
 Interprofessional learning and working
 Learning and teaching strategies
 Partnership working
 Social, economic and policy drivers in
healthcare education
 Student experience and engagement
 Using simulation to enhance learning

Theme papers
Papers should focus on one of three categories:
research, innovation or issues for debate and
address one of the conference themes. They are an
opportunity to present the findings of recent research
projects, discuss innovations that have been successfully
implemented and evaluated at your institution, or
reflect on a contemporary educational issue.

Posters
Posters should address topical, innovative and emerging
issues relating to the future of healthcare education.

Symposium
Symposia presentations are designed to explore a
leading edge topic that might not be addressed by this
year’s conference themes. A symposium should consist
of between three or four papers with a shared focus.

Conference awards and prizes

Key features of NET2019

The Andrew McKie Best
Pre-Registration Student Abstract Award

 Keynote papers from leading speakers
 Specially commissioned workshops
 Papers focusing on research, innovation
and issues for debate grouped into themes
and facilitated by experience convenors
 A choice of leading edge symposia
 A range of innovative posters presentations
 Networking time with presenters and delegates
 A supportive environment for new presenters
 Delegates and presenters from around the globe
 A friendly and sociable atmosphere
in which to exchange ideas
 A conference dinner and networking BBQ

Open to pre-registration students who are the
lead authors on an abstract submission.

First-time presenter prize
Open only to those who have
never previously presented at
ANY academic conference.

Best poster prize
Open to all poster presenters and
based on the quality of poster content,
design, balance and flow of information.

For further information about NET2019, contact us at conference@advance-he.ac.uk or visit our website at
www.heacademy.ac.uk/training-events/events/NET2019

